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Project Description

Large-scale data management is one of the most challenging prospects in the big data domain [1]. Over the
years, a number of frameworks for data management have become available. Most of them are effective, but
with weak flexibility. It becomes difficult to move and work coherently with data as new requirements emerge. A
possible solution is to use an intelligent hierarchical (multi-tier) storage system (HSS). A HSS is a meta solution that
consists of different storage mediums organized as a jointly constructed storage pool. The main idea is to connect
different independent storage solutions and move the data between them according to a data migration policy
designed to meet a set of requirements. In one of our recent articles [2], we have comprehensively described the
underlying challenges related to storage hierarchies and introduced an open-source hierarchical storage framework
with a dynamic migration policy based on reinforcement learning (HSM-RL). Our experiments results based on
static and dynamic datasets and the results have proved the effectiveness, efficiency and consistency of the RL-
based policy. However, given special use cases such as scientific imaging experiments where internal features of
files are difficult to obtain, previous defined RL-based policy that heavily used file features become challenging.
Therefore, we consider the Deep RL, where deep neural networks are used to solve the problem of value function
approximation given indeterminable states.

In this project, the aim is to first understand the hierarchical storage management (HSM) problem and deep
reinforcement learning (DRL). Then it is expected to apply DRL methods such as Deep Q Network to solve the
HSM problem. Finally the work of this project will continue to be a research publication. Good programming skills
in Python are necessary, and knowledge about reinforcement learning is preferred. Preliminary courses related to
numerical linear algebra and machine learning are also required.
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